MEMBER ALERT
Shipowners Claims Bureau, Inc., Manager
One Battery Park Plaza 31st Fl., New York, NY 10004 USA
Tel:
+1 212 847 4500
Fax:
+1 212 847 4599

www.american-club.com

APRIL 21, 2014
US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE – 2014 UPDATE – ASIAN GYPSY MOTH
Reference is made to the June 2009 issue of Currents as well as the Member Alerts of
June 1, 2010 and July 16, 2009 regarding the Asian gypsy moth, and measures to
prevent infestation of commercial vessels calling at ports in western North America.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has recently issued “Special
Procedures for Suspect Asian Gypsy Moth (AGM) Ships” from its Manual for
Agricultural Clearance, as attached. The Manual provides Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) personnel at relevant locations with policy and protocol guidelines to
prevent the invasion of pests which threaten US agriculture.
This problem is of particular concern for vessels calling from ports in China, Korea,
Japan, far eastern Russia and northern China (ports north of Shanghai). The period of
risk for the Asian gypsy moth in these regions of Asia is from June 1 through September
30.
Your Managers recommend that Members review the attached information and take
appropriate actions as needed. The Manual for Agricultural Clearance can also be
found in its entirety at the following website:

Should Members have any questions, your Managers would be happy to address them.
In this regard, Members should contact Dr. William Moore, Senior Vice President &
Loss
Prevention
Manager
(Direct
Dial:
+1-212-847-4542;
email:
william.moore@american-club.com).

American Club Member Alert – April 21, 2014

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/import_export/plants/manuals/ports/downloads/mac.pdf.
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Special Procedures for Suspect Asian Gypsy Moth (AGM) Ships
The purpose of this manual section is to provide guidance and
protocol to prevent the artificial spread of Asian gypsy moth (AGM),
Lymantria dispar, from high-risk areas including Far East Russian,
Northeast Chinese, Korean, and Japanese ports where AGM
populations are at high densities (see Figure 6-2 on page 6-32).
Inspection and exclusion of infested ships will prevent the spread of
AGM.
The AGM displays significant behavioral differences compared to the
European gypsy moth (EGM). The female AGM is an active flier that is
attracted to lights, and capable of flying up to 25 miles. The AGM
larvae feed on larch and other conifers as well as on alder and willow.
Oaks and other hardwood species are also acceptable hosts. Adults
die after laying eggs.
The female AGM lays eggs primarily during July through September in
Far East Russia and northern Japan; from June through August in
central and southern Japan; and from June through mid-September
in South Korea and northern China (including all ports north of 31°
15' N latitude; north of Shanghai). Attracted by the lights on ships, the
females may lay eggs on the superstructure.

Determine Status of Arriving Ships
Research to determine which ships should be boarded on arrival;
which vessels require normal, non-AGM boarding procedures; and
which ships should be excluded entry. The Plant Protection Act grants
the authority to prevent entry of high risk vessels and to order infested
ships to leave U.S. waters. [Title IV- Plant Protection Act, 7 U.S.C.
7701, Subtitle A, Section 411 (a)]. These procedures use two
approaches: (1) PPQ requires ships to obtain a certification that they
are free from AGM prior to departure during PPQ designated high-risk
periods and (2) if a pest is found, CBP has the authority to order a ship
to leave U.S. waters to resolve the situation.
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FIGURE 6-2: Asian Gypsy Moth Flight Region

EXEMPTION: The following States/territories are exempt (shall not
exclude vessels) because climate factors are not conducive for AGM
hatching or proliferation: Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands. Therefore, throughout the year, ships from Far East
Russian and identified high-risk Japanese ports are allowed to arrive
in Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, subject to
inspection. If the ship’s schedule includes subsequent continental
U.S. ports of call, then the ship must be inspected for AGM.

Assessing Risk
Step 1: Check the Ship’s Itinerary
Assess voyage history to determine if a vessel called on high risks
ports during designated AGM flight periods during the current and
previous year. It is critical to review the itinerary for the previous 24
months or more to ensure that it covers the entire previous high risk
season. A 24 month history helps assess likelihood of egg viability.
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Country Specific
Indicators

Check the ship’s itinerary for a Far East Russia port that occurs
within the range from Posyet to Nikolayevsk. The three most common
ports of call in Far East Russia are Nakhodka, Vladivostok, and
Vostochnyy. The other ports in Far East Russia that are regulated are
Kozmino, Olga, Plastun, Posyet, Slavyanka, Vanino, and Zarubino.
If strange names are on the itinerary, get a map of the high-risk area (extreme
southeast mainland of Russia) and match any listed ports.
Important

Check and verify the ship’s itinerary to see if it has called on a
Japanese, northern Chinese or South Korean port during designated
flight periods.
Identify which inbound vessels are a high risk for AGM. Examples
include:
 Itinerary/port of call list/crew embarkation ports
 Ships that have been in Far East Russia ports between July 15
and September 30 of the previous or current calendar year
 Ships that have been in ports in Japan, South Korea, and
northern China during designated flight periods (see Table 6-14
on page 6-37)
 Other voyage particulars that indicate risk, and include specific
information from a captain, crew, agent, or U.S. Coast Guard
about presence of suspect AGM egg masses
A ship’s name, registration and flag may change, but a ship’s hull number
(IMO number) never changes.
Important

Step 2: Review Vessel’s AGM Certificates
AGM certified

A vessel requesting to arrive in the United States, and having visited
an AGM high risk region in the previous or current season, during
AGM flight periods, and having been issued a pre-departure AGM
inspection certificate from an approved entity in Russia, China, Korea
or Japan.

Non-certified

A vessel requesting arrival in the United States that did not receive a
pre-departure AGM inspection during the most recent voyage to an
AGM high-risk region, and does not have an AGM inspection
certificate having visited an AGM high risk region in the most recent
voyage, whether this season or dating back to the previous season’s
high-risk flight period.
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AGM inspection policy emphasizes ship inspections. All vessels from
AGM areas during the high risk flight period must arrive with valid
AGM certification. Ships without certification are a greater risk
because AGM required risk mitigation efforts have not been applied.
Elevated safeguarding measures will be applied to non-certified ships
and these vessels will likely encounter delay. Vessels can expect to
receive the following enforcement monitoring actions:

Policy

 Non-certified vessels: will receive an AGM inspection at all US
ports on each voyage when itinerary suggests AGM risk
 Certified vessels: certificates along with additional research are
to be used for risk assessment to determine need for inspection
 If AGM is suspected on a vessel, re-inspections at subsequent
ports will occur
 If AGM is detected, and/or confirmed, vessels are subject to
receive removal orders and be removed from port (see Table 6-18
on page 6-44)

Step 3: Consider Ship’s Date of Arrival
Refer to Table 6-13 on page 6-34 to determine when to inspect a
vessel based on the ship’s date of arrival.
TABLE 6-13: Asian Gypsy Moth Inspection Periods at U.S. Ports for Ships Arriving from Far East Russia,
Japan, South Korea, or Northern China Ports (Per APTL and APHIS Policy) Based on
Favorable Hatching Climate Conditions
Date of Arrival
Port Location

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Alaska
Great Lakes
Hawaii
Oregon
Puerto Rico
Washington State
Norfolk, VA and northward
South of Norfolk, VA to
Jacksonville, FL
South of Jacksonville, FL
Alabama, California,
Florida, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Texas

Inspection required during this high-risk period
Inspection not required but recommended
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Southern ports need to be more aware of AGM inspection of ships year round.
There is a possible risk of larvae hatching in these warmer climates even
during the months which are not considered the high-risk hatching period.
Important

Criteria
Making decisions: Determine which ships are to be considered a risk.
Before boarding, consider the following:
1. Is vessel in possession of AGM Certificate?
2. What is the vessel’s history of high risk ports (itinerary)?
3. What calendar dates match high risk profile for AGM?
4. Is there evidence of interceptions from previous ports?
A ship’s itinerary determines risk level. Refer to Table 6-14 on page
6-37 for procedures during the high-risk period and to Table 6-17 on
page 6-39 for procedures during the low-risk period. Refer to
Table 6-13 on page 6-34 for climatic periods that are conducive for
sustaining AGM life cycles in the U.S.
High-Risk Ships—A ship is consider high-risk when in an AGM country
during the high-risk flight period. Refer to Table 6-14 on page 6-37
for boarding decisions.
Low-Risk Ships—A low-risk ship was not in an AGM country during the
flight period (refer to Table 6-17 on page 6-39).
High-risk Period—Refer to Table 6-13 on page 6-34 for boarding vessels
during high-risk inspection periods in the U.S. AGM is not likely to
complete its life cycle outside of the high-risk period due to the climate
factors involved. If possible, at least two officers should inspect the
ship.
Boarding AGM Vessels—Refer to Table 6-14 on page 6-37 for AGM
boarding guidance. All AGM-certified vessels may proceed to dock. If
specific and elevated risk has been articulated by a previous port, the
vessel’s agent, U.S. Coast Guard, the vessel’s captain or crew, consult
PPQ and APTL for alternative boarding strategies including anchorage,
instream, pre-approved remote sites, and offshore cleaning
procedures.
If you determine an arriving ship to be infested with AGM, go to
Prevent AGM Introduction on page 6-36.
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Boarding a ship offshore is an option which must be requested by the
agent and approved by CBP. All arrangements concerning
transportation to the ship and the method of boarding should be
confirmed before the trip to the ship begins. Boarding ships offshore is
a nonstandard procedure. If approved, then use the following
guidelines:
1. Request the ship’s agent or the U.S. Coast Guard (at particular
sites) to arrange for and provide boarding and retrieval launch,
and a suitable boarding method. U.S. Coast Guard units at ports
without sufficient resources to transport a CBPAS can provide
CBP with a list of certified, commercial marine taxis or launch
services.
2. Follow local port procedures, including all safety gear/devices.
3. Board the ship on arrival, within 1 hour after sunrise and 3
hours before sunset.
4. Board by conventional gangway or another method judged safe
by the boarding officers.

Prevent AGM Introduction
See Table 6-14 on page 6-37, which summarizes the procedures for
determining action to take for ships arriving during the high-risk
hatching period. While in port, monitor previously infested ships for
hatching AGM larvae. See Table 6-18 on page 6-44 to determine
safeguarding action. Every effort should be made to encourage
voluntary exclusion of ships that are identified as high-risk for AGM
infestation arriving at a U.S. port during the high-risk hatching period.
To reduce risk of AGM introduction, excluding infested ships provides
the benefit of saving money for the shipping industry by reducing the
possibility of a ship being ordered out of U.S. waters after traveling
inland waterways.
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TABLE 6-14: Procedures to Follow for Ships Arriving During High-Risk Period1
If a ship’s itinerary:

And called at port:

And certification2,3,4 is:

Then:

Includes a Far East Russia
port2

Between July 15
and September 30

Absent

PROVIDE options for inspection
outside the port area5

Present

REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in

Other than the time
of year above

Table 6-13 on page 6-34

Includes a Japan port1
Includes a South Korea or
Northern China port3, 4

GO to Inspect for AGM
ALLOW movement to berth

GO to Table 6-15 on page 6-38
Between June 1
and September 30

Absent

ALLOW movement to berth

Present

GO to Inspect for AGM
ALLOW movement to berth
REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in

Other than the time
of year above

Table 6-13 on page 6-34

Does not include a Far East
Russia, Japan, South Korea,
or Northern China port6

REQUIRE standard, non-AGM
boarding procedures

Cannot be ascertained or the
ship has transited an area
where AGM is known to occur

ALLOW movement to berth

Includes a Far East Russia
port2

GO to Inspect for AGM
Absent

PROVIDE options for inspection
outside the port area5

Present

GO to Inspect for AGM
ALLOW movement to berth
REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in
Table 6-13 on page 6-34

Includes a Japan, South
Korea, or Northern China
port3, 4

Absent

ALLOW movement to berth

Present

GO to Inspect for AGM
ALLOW movement to berth
REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in
Table 6-13 on page 6-34

1

Dates of risk are subject to annual changes.

2

Certifications from Far East Russian ports must be from the Federal Service for Veterinary and Phytosanitary Surveillance of
the Russian Federation and declare that the vessel is free from AGM.

3

South Korean AGM Certificates issued after March 1, 2012 will be issued by the International Plant Quarantine Accreditation
Board (IPAB). See Examples of AGM Certificates on page 6-51.

4

Certifications from China must come from CCIC Inspection Co., LTD (CCIC).

5

If ships are found to be infested, then the options for inspection are off-shore inspections or inspections at remote docking
locations away from port areas.

6

Vessels from other countries and areas where AGM is prevalent may also be subject AGM inspection at berth.
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TABLE 6-15: Procedures to Follow for Ships that Call on Japanese Ports
If the ship called at the port:

And:

ALLOW movement to berth

Not during an AGM flight period for a port
listed in Table 6-16 on page 6-39
During an AGM flight period for a port
listed in Table 6-16 on page 6-39

Then:

REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in
Has a pre-departure inspection
certificate issued by an approved
company in Japan1 or any other
approved inspection certification
Lacks the above certification

Table 6-13 on page 6-34

ALLOW movement to berth
GO to Inspect for AGM

1

Allow vessels from Japan to enter U.S. berths for Asian Gypsy Moth (AGM) inspection. This list is presently under review and
subject to change.
Vessels that call on ports in Japan during high-risk periods should arrange to have pre-departure certification issued by the
following authorized third-party inspection bodies in Japan. The certificates will include the seal of the company that conducted
the certification. The names of the approved and authorized companies are as follows:

























All Nippon Checkers Corporation (ANCC)
Hokkaido Bouekikunjyo Co., LTD (HBKC)
Hokuriku Port Service Co., Ltd. (HPS)
Intertek Testing Services (Australia) Pty Limited (Pty Ltd)
Japan Cargo Tally Corporation (JCTC)
Japan Export Vehicle Inspection Center Co., Ltd. (JEVIC)
Japan Grain Inspection Association (JGIA)
Kanto Fumigation Co., Ltd (KFCO)
Keiyochiku Plant Quarantine Association (KPQA)
Kobe Plant Quarantine Association (KOBEPQA)
Kyoritsu Sanitary Co., Ltd. (KRS)
Muroran & Tomakomai Plant Quarantine Association (MTPQA)
NAVREX & Corporation (NRX)
Nikkun Co., Ltd (NCL)
Nippon Kaiji Kentei Kyokai (NKKK)
Okayama-Ken Plant Quarantine Association (OKYPQA)
Osaka Plant Quarantine Association (OPQA)
Osaka Timber Quarantine Association (OSKTQA)
Shin Nihon Kentei Kyokai (SNKK)
Techno Kasei Co., Ltd. (TKL)
Tokai Plant Quarantine Association (TOKAIPQA)
Tokyo Plant Quarantine Association (TPQA)
Yokohama Plant Protection Association (YPPA)

Ships from Japan, South Korea, and Northern China can proceed to U.S. berths for AGM inspection
procedures, unless there is evidence that suggests AGM may be present.
Important
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TABLE 6-16: AGM Flight Regions by Japan Prefectures
Port Location
Non-inclusive List of Ports Within Flight
Region

Region

Prefecture

AGM Flight Period

Northern

Aomori, Fukushima, Hokkaido,
Iwate, or Miyagi

Aomori, Hachinohe, Hakodate,
Ishikariwanshinko, Kushiro, Muroran,
Otaru, Rumoi, and Tomakomai

Jul 1 – Sep 30

Western

Akita, Ishikawa, Niigata, Toyama,
or Yamagata

Fushiki, Kanazawa, Nanao, Naoetsu,
Niigata, Sakata, and Toyama Shin

Jun 25 – Sep 15

Eastern

Aichi, Chiba, Fukui, Ibaraki,
Kanagawa, Mie, Shizuoka, or
Tokyo

Chiba, Gamagori, Kashima, Kinuura,
Kisarazu, Nagoya, Shimizu, Toyohashi,
Tsuruga, and Yokohama

Jun 20 – Aug 20

Southern

Ehime, Fukuoka, Hiroshima,
Hyogo, Kagawa, Kagoshima,
Kochi, Kumamoto, Kyoto,
Miyazaki, Nagasaki, Oita,
Okayama, Osaka, Saga,
Shimane, Tottori, Tokushima,
Wakayama, or Yamaguchi

Aboshi, Amagasaki, Fukuyama, Hakata,
Hannan, Hibikinada, Hirohata, Hiroshima,
Kakogawa, Kobe, Kokura, Komatsushima,
Kudamatsu, Matunaga, Mizushima,
Nagahama, Niihama, Oita, Osaka, Sakai,
Sakai-Senboku, Takamatsu, Tobata,
Tokuyama, Ube, Uno, and Yahata

Jun 1 – Aug 10

Far Southern

Okinawa

Naha

May 25 – Jun 30

If a port is not listed, use an online search engine to determine which prefecture includes the port.

Important

TABLE 6-17: Procedures to Follow for Ships Arriving During Low-Risk Period
If a ship's itinerary:

Then:

ALLOW movement to berth
Includes a Far East Russia, Japan, South
Korea, or Northern China port

REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in
Table 6-13 on page 6-34

Does not include a Far East Russia, Japan,
South Korea, or Northern China port

REQUIRE normal, non-AGM boarding
procedures

Cannot be ascertained, or has transited
suspect areas

ALLOW movement to berth
REFER to APTL and APHIS policy in
Table 6-13 on page 6-34

Inspect for AGM
Board suspect AGM ships on arrival or within 1 hour of sunrise if the ship
arrives during the night. AGM is known to fly toward light sources and during
dawn and dusk periods.
Important

Step 1: Prepare Materials
Have on hand the following AGM inspection tools and supplies:
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 AGM Boarding Bag to include:
 AGM Boarding Inspectional Guide Sheet (see Appendix C)
 Binoculars
 Blank EAN
 Cell Phone
 Digital Camera
 Flashlight
 Mirrors
 Plastic bags that zip closed
 Scraper
 Golden Pest Spray Oil and applicator
 Recommended Safety Equipment: Hard hat, reflective vest

Step 2: Look for Egg Masses
Inspect all accessible areas of the ship’s super-structure. Use
binoculars to inspect unreachable areas of the ship. Inspect the ship’s
hold(s) when there are indications (physical evidence on the
superstructure or ship records) that the ship has been cleaned for
AGM. Egg masses are the most likely life stage to be found on the
superstructure of ships. During March through August, hatching
larvae can be found. Hatching larvae always present an unacceptable
pest risk any time of the year at any U.S. port. If you detect egg masses
or hatching larvae, inspect the entire ship to fully determine the extent
of infestation.
While some adult moth infestations on the exterior surfaces of vessels
may be of foreign origin, it is possibly the result of native insects flying
to the lights of the ship from the US shore. (Example: a vessel departs
coastwise from the berth in the evening, with lights on, during a time
of high insect activity). Refer to Inspecting the Deck on page 6-10 for
more information.
The following points will help you detect gypsy moth infestations:
 Egg masses normally are deposited:
 In sheltered locations
 In crevices or cavities
 Under tarps
 Behind walls and doors
 Around light fixtures
 Underneath the hold rims
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 Establish a pattern in order to inspect the entire super-structure
 Female AGMs are attracted to light; therefore, the female moths
could lay their egg masses on surfaces of the ship that are
exposed to night lights. However, if the ship was lit with
shore-based flood lights while in a foreign port, egg masses could
be found in all locations
 Look for evidence of fresh paint covering scrapes on walls or
painted over egg masses
 Look for hatching larvae that may be blowing on silk strands
from the ship. Peak hatching of eggs is in the morning.
Dispersing larvae move toward vertical structures and climb
rapidly
If you find suspect AGM specimens, refer to Table 6-18 on page 6-44
for safeguarding actions.
See Figure 6-3 on page 6-42 for a photograph of AGM egg masses
aboard a ship. The egg masses appear as brown fuzz on the blue nylon
rope. Figure 6-4 on page 6-42 illustrates AGM eggs found between
two bays on a support beam near a cargo hold opening.
Vessel crews may paint over egg masses before a ship arrives in the U.S.
Consider these egg masses to be viable organisms and submit for
identification when found!
Important
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FIGURE 6-3: Asian Gypsy Moth Egg Masses on Blue Nylon Rope

FIGURE 6-4: AGM Eggs Found Between Two Bays on a Support Beam Near a Cargo
Hold Opening
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Step 3: Detect and Collect Egg Masses
Samples of egg masses, larvae, and adults are needed for
identification. Remove as many egg masses as possible from the ship.
Using a knife, paint scraper, or putty knife, scrape the egg masses
from the ship’s surface and place into a container. Be careful not to
drop egg masses into the water.
When suspect egg masses are found, CBP will generate an AGM
Scientific Report, which is communicated to PPQ and APTL. CBP will
then submit a Significant Incident Report (SIR). Upon final pest
determination, CBP will submit a Significant Agriculture Incident
Report (SAIR).

Step 4: Apply Treatment Where Interceptions Were Removed
After scraping the egg masses for collecting and submission, drench
those areas associated with egg masses with Golden Pest Spray Oil
registered for gypsy moth. This product is available from Stoller
Enterprises, Inc., 4001 W. Sam Houston Pkwy N., Houston, TX
77043-1226 telephone number (713) 461–1493, FAX (713) 461–4467.
Use this spray to ensure treatment of stray gypsy moth eggs.
Application Technique—Mix equal amounts of Golden Pest Spray Oil
and water and apply to egg masses as a 50% mix. Make a new mix
each day treatments are made. Using a small hand sprayer, apply the
mixture to individual egg masses until they are completely saturated.
Keep the mixture agitated while treating.
Port Directors should work with port authorities and/or ships’ agents
to arrange for commercial pesticide applicators to be on standby in the
event they are needed to conduct remedial inspections and to apply
the treatment. Commercial application will be at the expense of the
agent, ship, or port authority.
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TABLE 6-18: Handling Interceptions and Notifications
If:

And:

AGM vessel
inspection
performed

A small
number of
suspect AGM
specimens are
detected1
An excessive
infestation
amount of
suspect AGM
specimens are
detected1

And:

Then:

Collect specimens and apply Golden Pest Spray Oil (GPSO) to
the area where the specimens were removed. Continue
inspection until complete.

Issue Warning Notice: “Asian gypsy moth, a serious plant pest,
Any AGM
threat has
been mitigated
and all risks
have been
removed2

is suspected and has been found on your vessel. The vessel
may be reboarded, and may be ordered to leave U.S. territorial
waters depending on additional pest risks.”

Prepare interception specimens as URGENT (see Step 6 on
page 6-45)

Record data, complete the AGM Scientific Report (see Step 7
on page 6-46)

Notify PPQ and APTL via email with subject line “Suspect AGM
Detected” (see Step 8 on page 6-47)

Allow the vessel to proceed coastwise; notify and inform next
CBP port(s) of the pest risk and estimated times of arrival
There is a
concern for
additional
unknown egg
masses on the
vessel, too
many to
survey, or out
of reach3
Unloaded
cargo
inspected on
shore

Suspect AGM
egg masses
are detected5

GO to Step 10: Order a Ship to Leave on page 6-494

GO to Step 9: Monitor Ships and Break Bulk Cargo on page 6-48

Reboarding for
re-inspection

Go to Table 6-19 on page 6-51

No interception
submitted

Email CBP Form AI-288, Ship Inspection Report, and AGM
certificate to PPQ AGM@aphis.usda.gov with subject line “Ship
Inspection Report” or FAX to PPQ at 301-734-5269

1

Suspect AGM specimens include egg masses that appear fresh, viable for hatching, and are consistent with evidence to indicate that AGM life stages are possible from the itinerary and history of the vessel’s presence where AGM is known to occur.

2

Even if excessive egg masses were present, CBP concludes the threat of AGM organisms has been eliminated.

3

If fresh egg masses that appear viable are found scattered about the vessel, and the threat of potential spread remains, then
removal and safeguarding steps are warranted. CBP will notify PPQ of the intent to remove the vessel and/or safeguarding
measures.

4

Depending on the life stage found and the host material present at the port, weather and other variables, ordering a ship to
leave may spread AGM over a larger area than allowing the ship to stay at the berth.

5

A separate AGM Scientific Report is required for cargo, even if an ASR was generated for egg masses on the vessel/conveyance.
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Step 5: Finalize Vessel Inspection
 Continue searching the vessel to locate and treat areas where
AGM was suspected.
 CBP is not expected to cleanse or treat the entire vessel when
excessive egg masses are discovered; however it is beneficial to
detail the extent of the infestation, and mitigate threat where
necessary.
 Consider shipments being discharged, and inspect containers
and bulk cargo that is of high risk for AGM contamination,
particularly when excessive egg masses are found on the super
structure.
 Notify the Captain that a serious plant pest has been detected
and the vessel may be re-boarded if AGM is confirmed. Then
after confirmation, if excessive viable suspect AGM life stages are
found, depending on weather and safeguarding conditions, the
vessel must leave U.S. waters for decontamination prior to
re-entering or beginning operations at any U.S. port.

Step 6: Prepare Interception Specimens
To preserve specimens for submission, please observe the following
procedure and submit to the port Identifier (combine AGM
interceptions on a vessel for one pest ID number):
Never submit multiple PPQ Form 309s for suspect AGM detected on the same
vessel. Combine all egg masses, adults and larvae into one interception.
Important

1. Prepare and keep egg masses separate in individual plastic bags
that zip closed and double seal with additional bag.
2. Package the whole egg mass—no portions unless noted as found.
3. Send the egg mass live, not treated or killed, should rearing be
necessary.
4. Prepare suspect AGM larvae, unboiled, in 95% ethyl alcohol.
5. Prepare suspect AGM adults dead and dry (do not put in
alcohol). Adult moths can be frozen to kill them.
6. Forward to PPQ Identifier with a completed PPQ 309, Pest
Interception Record and/or enter into Pest ID (see Lists of PPQ
Identifiers and PPQ National Specialists). Mark suspect AGM life
stages “URGENT” when submitting to identifiers. Upon preliminary
identification as suspect AGM, the PPQ Identifier will forward
sample with proper permit, if necessary.
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Deliver and ship all suspect AGM specimens to PPQ Specialists. PPQ
Specialists will forward to the Otis Pest Survey Detection and
Exclusion Laboratory (PSDEL) for confirmation through DNA
analysis.10 Address the interceptions:
Asian Gypsy Moth Analysis
USDA, APHIS, PPQ
Otis PSDEL
Bldg. 1398, W. Truck Rd.
Buzzards Bay, MA 02542-1329
Telephone 508-563-0909
The PPQ identifier will send the specimens to the Otis laboratory by
overnight carrier, and send an e-mail notification with the tracking
number and Pest ID collection number to the following contacts:
 State Plant Health Director (SPHD)
 PPQ AGM Program Manager
 Laboratory Director, Otis PSDEL
 ppq.nis.urgents@aphis.usda.gov

Step 7: Record Results
A detailed inspection summary follows:
1. Please include the following paperwork:
 CBP Form AI-288, Ship Inspection Report
 AGM Certificate of Inspection from Russia, Japan, South
Korea, China, or other authorized countries
 AGM Scientific Report, if necessary
2. Clearly identify the information with the title, “AGM Ship
Inspection,” and capture additional data at the top portion of the
form. Handwrite the information shown in green (see Figure 6-5
on page 6-47) on the CBP Form AI-288.
 Was an AGM certificate presented for the vessel?
 Record the country that issued the certificate
 Record the number of specimens found
Use CBP Form AI-288, Ship Inspection Report on page A-48 to
document the above information. Note in Remarks the results of
inspection and the action taken.

10 If conditions exist that prevent submission of pests using normal procedures, contact PPQ and APTL for
guidance.
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FIGURE 6-5: Ship Inspection Report Indicating AGM Ship Inspection

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (Ottawa) will notify Plant
Protection and Quarantine (PPQ) of their AGM ship inspection results.
CBP and/or PPQ will in turn notify CFIA of U.S. AGM ship inspection
results. The vessel may possess an inspection certificate from CFIA
indicating an AGM inspection was conducted on the current voyage.
3. Enter inspection results into CBP’s Vessel Management System
(VMS).

Step 8: Notify Contacts and Report Suspect AGM Detections
When interceptions are not found, Email CBP Form AI-288, Ship
Inspection Report and any AGM certificates to AGM@aphis.usda.gov with
subject line “Ship Inspection Report” or FAX to PPQ at 301-734-5269.
Important

When specimens/suspect AGM organisms are detected, the AGM
Scientific Report should be spelled out in the body of an urgent email for
critical decision-making. The AGM Scientific Report is found on the CBPnet
Secure (Sharepoint): OFO, APTL, under the “Tools” column. Copy and paste
the AGM Scientific Report into the email body, and send this information
(along with photos, certificates, AI-288, and additional evidence) to
AGM@aphis.usda.gov with the subject line “Suspect AGM Detected.” The
accompanying documents can alternately be faxed to PPQ at 301-734-5269.

NOTE: When notifying PPQ and APTL of the intent to remove a vessel from
port: In the subject line of the AGM Scientific Report email to PPQ and
APTL, write: “Vessel Removal: excessive egg masses.”
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Notifying
Contacts

Reporting
Suspect AGM
Detections

Upon interception of suspect AGM egg masses or lifeforms, CBP must
contact PPQ, APTL, and State Plant Health Director (SPHD), or
designated PPQ representative by email or telephone through the
proper CBP chain of command. Send all correspondence to PPQ at:
AGM@aphis.usda.gov and to OFO-APL Mailbox at: cbp.ofo-apl@dhs.gov
and include a return phone number in the email message.
1. AGM Scientific Report
 The AGM Scientific Report (ASR) must be used as the initial
summary of the inspection, as real-time scientific evidence is
gathered, collected, and recorded
 CBP will use the ASR to report suspect AGM organisms on
vessels and when removing a vessel from port for excessive
quantities of viable egg masses
2. CBP Situation Room (SitRoom) Report
 SitRoom reports must be generated when suspect AGM is
detected, and will be updated as otherwise required
 SIR can be updated upon final determination
3. Significant Agriculture Incident Report (SAIR)
 SAIRs should be generated upon final determination
 SAIRs should be used to record detailed interception
information, including specifics techniques and tools, for
inclusion in a final report

Step 9: Monitor Ships and Break Bulk Cargo
Monitor Ships

Monitor ships that have been allowed to dock until they leave the port.
Consider the discharged cargo, along with co-mingled dunnage and
WPM that need to be monitored for potential AGM contamination/
infestation. Consider shipments being discharged, and inspect
containers and bulk cargo that is of high risk for AGM contamination,
particularly when excessive egg masses are found on the super
structure.
EXAMPLE

Break Bulk/
General Cargo

If steel beams are being discharged at the seaport and you find suspect AGM
on this vessel, consider monitoring the break bulk cargo that is discharged at
the port for presence of AGM egg masses.

If suspect AGM is detected on break bulk/general cargo having been
discharged/unloaded from the conveyance:
 Issue the separate CARGO AGM Scientific Report (located on
CBP Sharepoint, APTL, under the “Tools” column)
 Send the Cargo AGM Scientific Report to PPQ and APTL, subject
line title: Suspect AGM Detected-CARGO
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 CBP should work closely with local PPQ to determine appropriate
pest mitigation measures due to bulk cargo storage/
safeguarding challenges
 If the vessel has sailed coastwise, alert the previous and next
CBP port(s) to communicate risk

Step 10: Order a Ship to Leave
If a vessel is found to have fresh excessive suspect AGM life stages,
this should be considered a significant pest risk and the vessel shall
be ordered to leave the port (see Table 6-18 on page 6-44).
 Order the vessel to immediately cease all operations to ensure
that contaminated cargo is not offloaded
 Immediately issue PPQ Form 523, Emergency Action Notification
(see Table A-35 on page A-124) and order the ship to leave
 Promptly complete the AGM inspection and prepare interception
specimens as URGENT (see Step 6 on page 6-45), complete the
AGM Scientific Report (see Step 7 on page 6-46)
 Notify PPQ and APTL via email that the vessel is being ordered
out of port (see Step 7 on page 6-46, AGM Scientific Report)
In the subject line of the AGM Scientific Report email to PPQ and
APTL, write: “Vessel ordered out: excessive egg masses.” Attach AGM
Scientific Report, photos, and other evidence, including the AI-288
and AGM certificates (if provided) with the email (see Notifying
Contacts on page 6-48).
Each port should establish contingency plans for ordering vessels out
of U.S. waters. Ensure the vessel’s captain is aware of the following:
 All life stages and signs of potential AGM
 The vessel is being ordered out of port
 The CBP Port Director or their designee will coordinate with the
U.S. Coast Guard for assistance in escorting the vessel out of
U.S. territorial waters
 Prior to returning to any U.S. port of entry, all potential AGM
specimens must be removed from the vessel, including scraping,
cleaning and decontaminating, all life stages of suspect AGM
organisms
Upon conclusion to remove a vessel from U.S. territorial waters, issue
PPQ Form 523, Emergency Action Notification (see Table A-35 on
page A-124 for instructions on completing the form). Any additional
CBP forms will be issued as required by CBP policies and procedures.
Request the ship’s master to prepare for and execute an immediate
departure. The notification will instruct the ship’s agent to
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immediately call out necessary tugs, linesmen, and pilots for the ship’s
departure. The only actions allowed are those that make the ship
seaworthy, such as bunkering.
Ships may request reentry to a U.S. port of entry when they give CBP
assurances that all egg masses are removed and given to CBP on
reentry, or disposed of properly.

Step 11: Re-inspect/Order Professional Treatment Cleaning
During re-inspection, any subsequent suspect AGM found will result
in additional pest prevention action. These actions will result in costly
delays and further detection of potential AGM presence may lead to
denying entry into the U.S. Refer to Table 6-19 on page 6-51 for
additional instruction regarding re-boarding and re-inspecting.

Coastwise Re-inspection
When CBP detects suspect AGM at a US port of entry and the number
of suspect AGM life stages are in manageable quantity, the vessel may
proceed coastwise. CBP shall inform the next U.S. ports of the potential
serious pest risk and shall continue to safeguard appropriately.
While in the same AGM season, and upon re-inspection at the next U.S.
port, if Otis PSDEL has not provided final confirmation and CBP again
detects the presence of viable suspect AGM life stages, so long as
safeguarding, weather, and overall safety conditions are acceptable, CBP
shall order the vessel out of U.S. territorial waters for decontamination,
scraping, cleaning and removal of all signs of potential AGM life stages
(see Table 6-19 on page 6-51). Refer to Step 10 on page 6-49, issue an
EAN, and allow the vessel’s crew to conduct the cleaning operation in
offshore waters. If safeguarding, weather or safety conditions are of
concern, require professional cleaning alternatives.

Returning to Port for Re-inspection
CBP will instruct the vessel on a time and place where re-inspection
will occur. This may be to a designated remote location or instream.
Further detection of viable suspect AGM life stages will require
additional action resulting in continued costly delays and intensive
pest control actions.
Upon re-inspection, if additional viable suspect AGM life stages are
detected, the vessel will be required to employ a pest control company
capable of handling large commercial assignments. The commercial
company shall fully inspect and certify freedom from all AGM life
forms. Under normal circumstances this action should take place
outside of U.S. territorial waters. If safeguarding, weather and/or
safety must be considered, remedial measures must be deployed to
minimize potential pest risks. Refer to Table 6-19 on page 6-51 to
appropriately safeguard from further AGM pest risk.
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TABLE 6-19: Reboarding and Re-inspecting
If:

And:

And:

Reboarding for
re-inspection

Otis PSDEL determined the
previous interception was
not AGM
The vessel was referred, a
previous port found suspect
or confirmed AGM, and the
vessel has not previously
been ordered out of port
during the current AGM
season

Then:
Re-boarding is not required; however if viable
suspect AGM are detected refer to Table 6-18 on
page 6-44 for guidance when handling interceptions

Additional
viable AGM life
stages are
detected
during
re-inspection

Promptly complete the AGM inspection
Order the vessel to immediately cease all
operations and order the vessel to leave (see
Step 10 on page 6-491

Apply Step 11 on page 6-50. Require a
commercial cleaning company to remove all life
stages of AGM with certification that the vessel
is free of all suspect AGM organisms.2

Prepare interception specimens as URGENT (see
Step 6 on page 6-45)

Record data, complete the AGM Scientific
Report (see Step 7 on page 6-46)

Unless all AGM associated risks are otherwise
mitigated, notify PPQ and APTL that removing the
vessel is warranted, and proceed to remove the
vessel from port (see Step 10 on page 6-49)

The vessel was previously
ordered out of port to clean
and decontaminate from
exceeding the allowable
threshold of suspect or
confirmed AGM life stages
during the current AGM
season
No interception
submitted

No additional
detections

Allow the vessel to proceed

Additional
viable AGM life
stages are
detected
during
re-inspection

Stop all vessel activity and Immediately issue PPQ
Form 523, Emergency Action Notification (see
Table A-35 on page A-124). Require a commercial
cleaning company to remove all life stages of AGM
with certification that the vessel is free of all life
stages of AGM (see Step 11 on page 6-50).

No additional
detections

Allow the vessel to proceed
Email AGM CBP Form AI-288, Ship Inspection
Report, and AGM certificate to PPQ at
AGM@aphis.usda.gov with subject line “Ship
Inspection Report” or FAX to PPQ at 301-734-5269

1

Depending on the life stage found and the host material present at the port, ordering a ship to leave may spread AGM over a
larger area than allowing the ship to stay at the berth.

2

Consider local alternative options by collaborating with PPQ in certain situations including: safeguarding inland/interior waterways; weather and high wind scattering egg masses; and/or vessel safety due to unforseen sea conditions.

Examples of AGM Certificates
The following are examples of AGM certificates used by China, Japan,
Russia, and South Korea.
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FIGURE 6-6: AGM Certificate—China
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ࢪᆺ࣐࣐࢞ᅾド᫂᭩
Certificate of Inspection of Freedom from Asian Gypsy Moth in Japan

ド᫂᭩␒ྕ
Certification No.     




ୗグ⯪⯧ࡣࠊド᫂ᶵ㛵ࡢ᳨ᰝဨࡼࡾࠊ࡛ࡁࡿ㝈ࡾࡢ⯪య᳨ᰝࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࠊ᳨ᰝⅬ࡛ࡣ㸿㹅㹋
ࡢ╔ࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࡇࢆド᫂ࡍࡿࠋ
This is to certify that the vessel, described below, was inspected as much as possible by the inspector of
a certification body and is considered to be free from AGM at the time of the inspection.

㸯 ⯪ྡཬࡧ⯪✀

 Name and type of vessel
    

㸰 ⯪⡠ࠊ⯪⯧␒ྕཬࡧࢺࣥᩘ
Nationality, IMO number and gross ton
of a vessel
㸱 ฟ ணᐃ᪥
 The estimated date of departure





㸲 ᳨ᰝ ཬࡧ᳨ᰝᆅⅬ
 Port of inspection and place of pier
㸳


㸴
 




ド᫂᭩ࡢ⯪ྡཪࡣ௦⌮ᗑྡ
Name of Owner or Agent
ཷ␒ྕ
Receipt No.






᳨ᰝᖺ᭶᪥
Date of inspection


᳨ᰝဨྡ Signature of inspector 



Add company stamp or seal.
Preferably embossed.



➨୕⪅ド᫂ᶵ㛵ࡢࢫࢱࣥࣉࠊ  
ࢩ࣮ࣝཪࡣ࢚ࣥ࣎ࢫຍᕤ


 ド᫂ᶵ㛵ྡ
Name of certification body



ͤ ཎᮏࡣࠊྑ⫪㉥Ꮠ࡛ࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ᫂♧ࡍࡿࠋ
It is specified that it is an original in the right shoulder part by a red character.
ͤ ࡇࡢド᫂᭩ࡢグ㏙ࡣⱥㄒࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇࡋࠊ⏝⣬ࡣ㸿㸲∧ࡍࡿࠋ
This certificate is described in English and uses A4size paper.

FIGURE 6-7: AGM Certificate—Japan (page 1)
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㸿㹅㹋༸ሢ᳨ᰝࡢࢳ࢙ࢵࢡࣜࢫࢺ
Check list of inspections for AGM egg mass in a vessel

⏦ㄳ␒ྕApplication No.

 㸸

ཷ␒ྕ

 㸸                  

Receipt

No.



⯪⯧ྡ

 Name of a vessel

㸸                  

 ྡ

Port of inspection

㸸                  



᳨ᰝሙᡤ     
Areas to be inspected



༸ሢⓎぢࡢ᭷↓  
Egg Masses Found

  ഛ⪃ 
Remarks

YES / NO

           

    

YES / NO

           

   

YES / NO

           

࣭ࣁࢵࢳ Hatches

YES / NO

           

࣭ᡭࡍࡾཬࡧࣈ࣮ࣝ࣡ࢡ Handrails & bulwalks

YES / NO

           

࣭ᶵᲔタഛ Machinery

YES / NO

           

࣭๓㒊⏥ᯈ Fore Deck

    

࣭ᚋ㒊⏥ᯈ Aft Deck
࣭㏻㊰ Gangways

࣭⏥ᯈ㈓ⶶᐊ Deck Stores

YES / NO

           

࣭⏥ᯈ✚ࡳ㈌≀ Deck Cargo

YES / NO

          

࣭ࣃࣉཬࡧẼ⨨ Pipes & ventilation

YES / NO

           

࣭ⅉⅆ Lights

YES / NO

           

࣭ᩆ࣮࣎ࢺ Lifeboats

YES / NO

           

࣭⯪ᴥ Superstructure

YES / NO

           

࣭ࣈࣜࢵࢪ Bridge

YES / NO

           

࣭ࢡ࣮ࣞࣥཪࡣ㉳㔜ᶵ Cranes or derricks

YES / NO

           

࣭࣐ࢫࢺ Masts

YES / NO

           

࣭↮✺ Funnel

YES / NO

           




࣭ࡑࡢ㏻▱ࡍࡁ㡯 Others



᳨ᰝᖺ᭶᪥ Date of inspection

㸸        



ド᫂ᶵ㛵ྡ Name of certification body

㸸        



᳨ᰝဨྡ Name of inspector

㸸



    



ୖグࡢ㏻ࡾ᳨ᰝࢆ⾜࠸ࡲࡋࡓࡢ࡛ࠊࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࢆ࠾▱ࡽࡏࡋࡲࡍࠋ
As we inspected the above areas of a vessel, we inform you of the result of inspection.
ͤ ཎᮏࡣࠊྑ⫪㉥Ꮠ࡛ࡑࡢ᪨ࢆ᫂♧ࡍࡿࠋ
It is specified that it is an original in the right shoulder part by a red character.
ͤ ࡇࡢࢳ࢙ࢵࢡࣜࢫࢺࡢグ㏙ࡣⱥㄒࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇࡋࠊ⏝⣬ࡣ㸿㸲∧ࡍࡿࠋ
This check list is described in English and uses A4size paper.

FIGURE 6-8: AGM Certificate—Japan (page 2)
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FIGURE 6-9: AGM Certificate—Russia (page 1)
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FIGURE 6-10: AGM Certificate—Russia (page 2)
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FIGURE 6-11: AGM Certificate—Russia (page 3)
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FIGURE 6-12: AGM Certificate—South Korea Issued by IPAB (page 1)
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FIGURE 6-13: AGM Certificate—South Korea Issued by IPAB (page 2)
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